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Plust Collection will kick the year off at the Stockholm Furniture & Light Fair, the largest event dedicated to furniture,
lighting design, and urban spaces. PLUST Collection will present its latest collections, which meet interior and exterior
design requirements with fresh and dynamic aesthetics.
The creations on display will include the product families launched in 2014 and designed by Form Us With Love, Cédric
Ragot Design Studio, and JoeVelluto (JVLT):
FURA FAMILY, design Form Us With Love
A table and stool set whose shape brings to mind the cutting of a tree trunk: Fura Family gets its name from the tall
Swedish pine trees. These items stand out for their clean-cut geometric lines interrupted by grooves that make them
easy to move and comfortable to use. Fura Family is available also in a Light version.
JETLAG FAMILY, design Cédric Ragot
The Jetlag system was designed as a “progressive sequence” and allows multiple combinations to furnish private and
public spaces. Benches for a quick stop and comfortable armchairs for longer breaks. The versatile composition of the
“Y” module allows for infinite assembly options. Jetlag Family also features a sequence of evenly spaced grooves that
enhance the aesthetic value of the product and give continuity to the form, concealing the joints when multiple modules
are put together. Jetlag Family is available also in a Light version.
BARTOLOMEO DISPLAY, design JoeVelluto (JVLT)
Bartolomeo Display is a freestanding accessory of the bar counter range designed by JoeVelluto (JVLT) in 2013. It can
be used to house bottles and catering utensils or as a display. Thanks to the internal lighting system, every object is
crossed by the light, thereby creating elegant colour and transparency effects.
All PLUST Collection products are made of LLDPE (linear low-density polyethylene) with rotomoulding technology.
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